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Request. This document asks for the change of the property of U+0485 COMBINING CYRILLIC DASIA
and U+0486 COMBINING CYRILLIC PSILI PNEUMATA from “Script=Cyrillic” to
“Script=Inherited”. It also asks for the addition of the following informative notes to those two
characters.
PNEUMATA

◌҅

0485

◌҆

0486

COMBINING CYRILLIC DASIA PNEUMATA

• rests atop lowercase and uppercase Cyrillic letters
• rests atop lowercase Latin letters but precedes uppercase Latin letters
• in origin the spiritus asper
x 0314 combining reversed comma above
COMBINING CYRILLIC PSILI PNEUMATA

• rests atop lowercase and uppercase Cyrillic letters
• rests atop lowercase Latin letters but precedes uppercase Latin letters
• used with i for Egyptological yod
• used with a and i and u in transliteration of Ugaritic
• in origin the spiritus lenis
x 0313 combining comma above

Rationale. The existing U+0314 COMBINING REVERSED COMMA ABOVE and U+0313 COMBINING
when used with Latin, Greek, and Cyrilic scripts, have a speciﬁcally-deﬁned glyph
representation behaviour. These two characters cannot be used with the Latin script for
Egyptological and Ugariticist use because the required glyph representation behaviour is different.
The two Cyrillic combining characters here, however, can be used to solve this problem rather
neatly. The examples given in the Latin column are the three vowels used in Egyptology and Ugaritic
studies as well as letters used in a North Wakashan language of the Paciﬁc Northwest. Some minority
languages which use the Cyrillic script do, or did, use U+0313 centred above as shown. The
behaviour for U+0486 in Greek is not speciﬁed, because the character has no use in the Greek script.

COMMA ABOVE,

U+0313

Latin
’ I’ U’ R’ M
’ N
’ W
’
A

Greek
Ἀ Ἰ ᾽Υ ᾽Ρ

Cyrillic
’ Н’
А’ И’ У’ Р’ М

U+0313

’ n’ ’l y’ w’
a’ ’ı u’ r’ m

ἀἰὐῤ

а’ и’ у’ р’ м’ н’

U+0486

A҆ I҆ U
҆ R
҆ M
҆ N
҆ W
҆

—

¿¡¬√ƒ≈

U+0486

a҆ ı҆ u҆ r҆ m҆ n҆ w҆

—

а҆ и҆ у҆ р҆ м҆ н҆
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Implementation. COMBINING CYRILLIC PSILI PNEUMATA can be used already with some software, most
notably Microsoft Office (as tested with versions 2003 and 2007). However “Script=Cyrillic” is
often interpreted as “only apply the modifier to a Cyrillic base character”. Tests on Firefox, Internet
Explorer, and Safari revealed this behaviour, in that the modifier is not applied even when a suitable
(TrueType) font is specified. WordPerfect and OpenOffice likewise do not allow the modifier to take
effect. A change to “Script=Inherited” would state that the modifier should be applied to Latin
characters.
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Examples.

Figure 1. Example from Gardiner 1966, showing i with spiritus lenis in Çn-h.rt and
LETTER LENIS I in ÉnÉ and Énw.

LATIN SMALL

Figure 2. Example from Ritter 2002, showing three characters used in Egyptology with casing pairs.

Figure 3. Chart from Hetzron 1997 showing Ugaritic vowels with spiritus lenis.
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Figure 4. Chart showing Ugaritic vowels with spiritus lenis.
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